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Dear Living Stones, 

We must be bold enough. We must risk. “Without risking, 
a young person ages, and the Church also ages. That 
is why we need you young people, living stones of a 
Church with a young face.” These words, spoken by 
Pope Francis in his opening address to the youths 
present for the Pre-Synodal Meeting on Youth, Faith 
and Vocational Discernment in Rome (19 March 
2018), surely strike a familiar chord. They are words 
of consolation, of encouragement and provocation; 
words that ring sharply in our ears. 

As you probably know, our small community of Living 
Stones was asked to send two delegates to participate 
in the pre-synodal meeting held earlier last March 
in Rome. First off, thank you for entrusting us to 
represent all of you in this most humbling experience! 
Now, we would like to share just a snippet from the 
experience – of what it was like to participate in a 
meeting concerning the youth of the whole Church, of 
what it revealed on what we do as Living Stones. 

First of all, this encounter was a testimony to immense 
diversity. The range of topics discussed reflected the 
differences among us – different countries, cultures, 
formation and life-experiences, dreams. It is therefore, 
of no surprise that our European worldview, influenced 
by the more secular society we live in, is rather, if not 
completely, different from those of most countries in 
Asia, the Middle East or Africa. Interests too, varied 
greatly: some participants were especially interested in 
liturgical questions, others in politics and democratic 
participation, or on the use of technology, some on 
questions of sexuality and relationships and others yet, 
on matters concerning the environment and social-
economic crises. And the discussion, like a pendulum, 
swung between progressive and conservative 
extremes. 

So one asks: “How can the Church, which is One, hold 
together in such diversity?” And more specifically: 
“How can we, as Living Stones sustain the Church?”

Perhaps it is more than just a metaphor or coincidence 
that the place of Living Stones is within the church 
buildings, in the very middle of them. Inside the church 
we are not merely concerned with specific details or 
examples; we are not just concerned with the altar, 
or just the paintings. The central goal of Living Stones 
is to announce the gospel and to speak about Jesus 

Christ. Our formation and service as Living Stones 
recognises that “every expression of true beauty can 
be acknowledged as a path leading to an encounter 
with the Lord Jesus.” (Pope Francis, Evangelii Gaudium, 
167). We are called to identify the core, the heart of 
our faith, which is Love. And we do this through the 
medium of beauty – the skin – that helps us to better 
understand our faith, and its ageless Beauty.

Perhaps, the fact that the centrality of our message 
is shared – that we do not get lost on the many 
historical details, on the several artworks and artefacts 
that are housed within our churches – is a Grace, and 
a gift. Indeed, we speak the same language – a language 
that can reach everyone – because we share the 
same message. And this is a very big gift to the whole 
Church. Indeed, more of this attitude is needed today 
in the Church, that is, to focus only on Him and not 
allow our path to be distracted by other concerns. 
In other words, we first need to ask the questions 
through Jesus Christ. How does He see this? What is He 
telling us? This is the prerequisite for the gift of unity. 
It is from this “received” unified perspective that all 
other concerns can then be seen and discussed under 
a new light. Certainly, this is no easy task. Indeed, it is 
the most difficult of all. This is the path of discernment 
we are all called to follow. 

To perceive Christ’s active presence in our life, in our 
decisions, through our history, through the paintings we 
speak of – is the first step of discernment. It is perhaps, 
why the importance of the arts was stressed so many 
times throughout our discussions at the pre-synodal 
meeting: “Beauty is universally acknowledged, and the 
Church has a history of engaging and evangelizing 
through the arts, such as music, visual art, architecture, 
design...” (n. 15). Our service as Living Stones can thus 
be seen both as an “outward” invitation for others 
to embark on this path, but also (and especially) for 
ourselves, for our own inner journey. 

But we must be bold enough. We must risk. And we must 
not do so alone. Indeed, dear Living Stones, the “plea” 
of Pope Francis, was not only made to those physically 
present for the pre-synodal meeting; but to all of you, 
all of us “living stones” who want to build a stronger, 
more youthful, fearless and discerning Church.

Yours truly, 
Max and Giulia

“ Each particular Church should encourage the use of the arts in evangelization, building on the treasures of the past but also 
drawing upon the wide variety of contemporary expressions so as to transmit the faith in a new ‘language of parable.’ We must 
be bold enough to discover new signs and new symbols, new flesh to embody and communicate the word, and different forms of 

beauty which are values in different cultural settings…
(Pope Francis, Evangelii Gaudium, 167)
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BRIDGING     COMMUNITIES
the island synDrome

A new chapter, but a continuation of sorts... 

As in the life of many a student, final year 
brought about a myriad of decisions, struggles 
but also joys.  My decision to set off on 
Erasmus in Rome was ought to many factors 
– primarily to challenge my limits by stepping 
out of my comfort-zone, immerging myself in 
a foreign culture, away from the commodities 
of one’s own home. Nonetheless, I must say 
that I had it easy – Having already visited for 
international Pietre Vive camps and vacations, 
led me to have positive ties with the city, and 
I knew from beforehand that albeit being in a 
foreign land, I had many a shoulder to lean on. 

This was not my first venture overseas 
which brought me in contact with other 
local communities. It all started in April 2015 
where for a couple of days, we shared in the 
beauty of receiving and sharing alongside 
various other youths from all over Europe at 
the international camp held at the  Istituto 
Massimo, Rome. Shortly after, we organised 
a smaller-scale camp in Malta, where some 
of the other Living Stones joined us in this 
parenthesis of our journey.  

The intimacy of our local circle had from 
the very start provided a space for me 
to grow, both spiritually but above all as a 
human in search of MAGIS... knowing myself, 
to know others; whilst knowing Christ to 
know them both. Community is thus a value 
I hold dearly at heart - a space of refuge and 
accompaniment; a space where reciprocally 
one gives, the gift of one’s own self, in 
strengths and fragility alike... A shared path of 
a personal journey of constant discernment 
in which every step brings one closer to the 
discovery of the unique path and destination 
we are each called to.

Fast-forwarding the time-line to 2017, the 
international dimension of our community 
takes an ever-more prominent position in 
my own personal cammino.  A desire to live 
the openness and beauty experienced so far, 
also in further unity with members of other 
communities is instilled in my heart. I envisage 
it as an opportunity of greater harmony and 
at the same time as a learning curve, both 
personally but also a means by which each 
community may serve as an integral organ in 
the functioning of the body, interdependent 
both to learn from and to teach.

Some musings on what it means to be part of a community which has no shores...
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BRIDGING     COMMUNITIES

The annual international formation camp in Rome had arrived and some of us Maltese set-off 
with an open heart to experience these days and process them.  Not only did we live intense 
moments within the larger-scale community, but also between the four of us, with precious 
moments of sharing our joys, struggles and anything in between. 

A few months down the line and having only just returned from a voluntary work experience 
abroad, many loose ends remained and the date of my departure to Rome 
was also round the corner. I had long set my eyes upon 
the Pietre Vive Gothic formation week in 
France but deferred it out of fear of over-
loading myself with experiences that summer, 
and not allowing enough time to reflect upon 
them. This fear however succumbed when 
albeit the great focus on artistic and theological 
formation that the week was designed to have, I 
opted to allow this to also serve as a break from 
my routine in which I could process my many 
thoughts surrounded by members of different 
communities who all have their unique assets to 
contribute.  

Physically leaving my local Pietre Vive community in 
order to seek what in Ignatian terms we’d 
call MAGIS through this Erasmus 
experience, was by no means 
an easy feat. At a point of locally 
strengthening our ties with the 
University Chaplaincy, it was second 
nature for me to join the community 
of ‘Roma 1’ which meets weekly at the 
University Chaplaincy of La Sapienza. 
Little did I envisage the beauty that lay 
ahead.

by Corinne S. Micallef-Grimaud

Final dinner with the Rome community

Formation camp

Group photo
 taken during 

the Interna
tional 

Camp, Rome 2017
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The regularity of our meetings and diversity 
of members yet openness of sharing, 
quickly helped form an indissoluble unity.  
This contributed to the beauty reflected 
in an environment where, just to mention 
some, nationalities from Italian, to Spanish, 
Romanian and Portuguese walked side by 
side. I was blessed - blessed with another 
community who allowed me to discover the 
beauty of Pietre Vive afresh. Looking through 
the eyes of a child without expectations 
and re-discovering the pillars central to this 
community with yet another layer to their 
meaning.

Having not given service at the Cathedral 
for quite some time, we locally branched 
out to other groups such as those with 
special needs and university students. Re-
discovering the beauty of service within “Il 
Gesu`” Church however took me back to 
the very start of my journey in Pietre Vive 
and further highlighted the importance of not 
only receiving but giving. On the other hand, 
our regular meetings followed by a shared 
dinner, allowed me to further experience 
that welcoming unity. 
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This unity provided once more the fraternal 
love experienced in my local community and 
accompanied me in times of change. Two 
transitions for me took much prayer and 
discernment. Firstly, that of finding peace 
with moving on from another community 
which simultaneously, I had journeyed in for 
the past couple of years; secondly that of 
both the beauty and the responsibility that 
taking up the role of coordinator of Pietre 
Vive Malta entails.

From a Pietra Viva ‘in prestito’ I became one 
‘in partenza’. Leaving Rome, but continuing my 
journey in the Maltese community. Leaving, 

but carrying with me the beauty which every 
member of the community, a blessing in their 
own regard, gave me. Carrying with me, the 
unity and openness experienced. Carrying 
with me, the desire to transmit this love 
beyond - both to those journeying within the 
community, and to those outside. As Living 
Stones, or better still, as children of God in 
any path, we are called to  radiate the beauty 
we have received.

 “use your freedom 
to serve one another 

in love
 

Galatians 5:13
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LIVING FAITH
  through multiple communities...

by Debbie Debono

Ever since I started my 
spiritual journey, I have 

been blessed to have formed 
part of various communities 

and experiences. I have been a 
living stone for the past four years, 

double that as a CLCer 
and recently, I have started my 

journey in youth fellowship. 
This is my journey. 

 
Where it all started

  My Ignatian spirituality journey started 
as a first-year student at the Jesuit 
school in Malta. We were given the 

opportunity to join a group with the 
name of CLC (Christian Life community). 

In this group we would have two guides and 
meet regularly every week, as well as have weekend 

gatherings and retreats. At the time it sounded like fun and a 
great opportunity to make friends especially since I was in a new 

school with a lot of people who were practically acquaintances. I 
must admit that I knew little of what this CLC entailed at the time. 
In the years that followed, the group has seen plenty of change, 
with people leaving, and others joining. At the time it was a big 
deal for the entire group when we ‘lost’ members and used to 
take it to heart when someone leaves and moved on. We even 
used to discuss what might be driving people away rather than 
understanding their positions and needs. 
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I must admit that in the initial  years I was 
finding myself to be reluctant to share my 
experience and faith with people outside the 
group and used to avoid as much as possible 
to say that I am part of this community. 
This was because I was scared that people 
will perceive me as old-fashioned, and be 
sidetracked just because of my faith.
 
As life experiences started to be added like 
pearls on a necklace, I started to learn about 
the pillars of CLC (community, spirituality 
and mission). Over time I was learning more 
about each one and still do so to this present 
day. CLC was always a fundamental part to 
my growth both spiritually and in my personal 
endeavors. But I only was only now able to 
start realising the extent of such growth.
 
Joining Living Stones
As the years in CLC passed, I was introduced 
to Living Stones through a national event of 
all CLC groups in Malta, where I was blessed 
to attend one of the Living Stones services. 
At first I was sceptical to join due to the 
misconception that you required extensive 
knowledge in art history to be a member, 
especially since I mainly had a scientific and 
health care background. But with plenty of 
reassurance and encouragement from the 
members of the community, which fuelled my 
wish to be more of service to others and be 
a witness of my faith, I became a living stone. 
 
Being a living stone came with its struggles. 
Apart from the added commitment to my life, 
I used to get extremely anxious when we had 
service scheduled at the Co-Cathedral. This 
is because in order to be a witness, you have 
to be open and also somewhat make yourself 
vulnerable to others. In most cases, these 
‘others’ were strangers. Retrospectively, I 
guess it was because I was lacking trust in 
myself and in the people around me.

Free falling into Gods hands
In the midst of that same year in which I 
became a living stone, I was also preparing 
to go for a voluntary experience with the 
Missionaries of Charity for a children’s 
summer camp with social needs in Florence. 
This was a big challenge for me on so many 
levels. Apart from the fact that I was during 
my final year of my studies at university, I 
was feeling loss of control over outcomes 
of this new experience,  and also did not 
really know what to expect. This was an 
extremely stressful thing for me during that 
time, because I always was the kind of person 
who pre-planned things and wished control 
over my life. I had to find trust and have faith. 
So that is what I did. I packed up my bags, 
and took flight to a very heartfelt and eye-
opening experience to God’s Providence 
and Love in Florence, an experience which 
nowadays,  I still look back upon and refer to. 
 
Journey companions
My journey surely didn’t finish when that 
month was over. I can say that it was the 
start of it all. The month was an epitome of 
very high spiritual input and life experiences. 
The month in itself, brought with it a lot of 
challenges where I had to let go and free myself 
from my everlasting controlling tendencies, 
and accepting God’s will and trust in him. 
Little did I know that the greatest challenge 
would have been after the experience, where 
the greatest change and growth still has to 
come. 
 
When the high of the experience was slowly 
diminishing, I found myself in a period of 
desolation, when several changes were 
occuring in my life. Both CLC and Living 
Stones were a constant during this time, that 
helped me pray and discern.  Although both 
communities helped me in similar ways, both 
were vital in their unique ways: 
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Whilst doing service as a living stone I found myself reflecting and 
discerning on new things that I was going through in that moment and 
found my witness during service to change in its structure and content. 
What helped me even more was the conversation with those visitors 
who had faithfully entrusted me by accepting our humble service. 
Sharing these experiences and praying later with the community 
was what consolidated the growth happening within.
 
On the other hand, CLC helped me to further pray and 
discern. Members of the community helped me to do 
so by sharing their life experiences, and helped me 
to apply what I prayed into my daily life. After all 
that is what fundamentally CLC is, a vocational 
life in the name of God where, with the help of 
the pillars and constant support through the 
community, you will live your life through faith.
 
On a more personal level, the examen 
and praying through imagery was a very 
helpful method of prayer which I am still 
using to this present day.
 
Stepping out of my bubble 
The roots of my spiritual journey so 
far have been mostly based on Ignatian 
formation. During my journey of 
accepting change and growing in my faith, 
my brother started introducing another 
chapter in my life. He was inviting me to 
a seven-week course on finding God. This 
course was mostly aimed for people who 
need to rekindle or find their faith. For months, 
I was very stubborn and reluctant to embark 
on yet another commitment, because I believed 
that I was already aware of my faith and looking 
for growth with God in my life.  So, very reluctantly, I 
decided to go to the initial meeting, where I stepped out 
of my Ignatian bubble into a more charismatic spirituality.  
At first, I was very sceptical of what outcome I can get from 
such meetings, but I found myself pleasantly surprised. I was 
very touched by the growth of the members within my small group 
which they divided us in, and it actually has helped in certain aspects of my 
spirituality which I might not have focused on as much before. Indeed, the journey 
was so fruitful and enriching that I have now embarked on a much deeper commitment. 

                                                       
 

 
 

 

 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 

     
     

     
   
a blast from the past!
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So what now?
At the end of the day, each community is based on similar pillars of community, service, 
prayer and growth in our relationship with God. But I have realised through time that, despite 
the similarities, each communty highlighted specific aspects of my faith: youth fellowship 

highlighted worship; in Living Stones I found myself grow in service, community 
and alternative prayer; whereas CLC highlighted my commitment to faith 

in daily life, and helped me go through it further by means of personal 
reflection and sharing within a community.

 
I must admit that time will always be an issue and sometimes 

it can inded be very overwhelming. More often than I 
wish to admit, I have considered stepping out of any of 

the communities, or not to start new experiences 
at all. Sometimes I even had two consecutive 

meetings in one day or had to sacrifice a meeting 
for the other, or the sad reality of missing a 
meeting just because I was too tired, which is 
always very heartbreaking for me. But after 
a lot of prayer and discernment, I came to 
the realisation that each community is a 
gift and not a burden. Each member of the 
community gives what he or she can and 
that everyone is therefore, a gift to the 
community.  
 
Seeing these communities in this light 
surely made it easier to handle multiple 
communities in such period of my life. 
But it is still not plain-sailing and the 

sea does get rough. In spite of of all the 
crashing waves, however,  I appreciate how all 

communities and all other experiences have 
been fundamental to my growth in faith and 

constant discernment along each step of the way.
 

It is surely not an understatement to say that a 
community in one’s life is a gift. Yet sometimes, no 

matter how disappointing this may be, it is often a 
temporary one. One should not be scared to step back 

and reconsider their part in the community, speak up their 
struggles and if need be, move on to a new chapter, even if that 

means leaving the community.  My fear towards the latter has always 
been that, if I leave a community, it would be equivalent as turning my back 

on God. With prayer, I am beginning to understand that life is a community in itself, 
and being part of a community is to be part of a bigger community. Just because that smaller 
community is no longer part of your life, due to whatever reason, it does not mean that God 
is not.  We are, and always will be, within God’s family and community, and we are never alone 
in the path we take. 
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DISCERNING ON NATURE
from the Ends of the Earth

by John Paul Cauchi

Abaiang is an atoll – an impossibly thin and 
long stretch of land barely rising above the 
waters of the blue Pacific, forming part of the 
Gilbert Islands in a nation most have never 
heard of – Kiribati (pronounced Kiribas). 
Abaiang is accessible by boat, or by plane, 
has one long dirt road, and is inhabited by 
around 6,500 people, many of which depend 
on subsistence for their survival.

Sir Arthur Grimble, who was Resident 
Governor of these islands during the early 
20th century, described them as ‘a Pattern of 
Islands’, in a book with the same namesake. It 
is difficult to describe the utter beauty of this 
place. Sublime colours which are a wonder 
to behold. Gazing across the turquoise-
milk waters of the lagoon one can see the 
opposite shore, visible as a small tuft of green 
lush palms on the horizon. Beyond that – a 
vast and empty ocean, and a deep plethora 
of reds and purples at sunset. One walks on 
this atoll to the constant sound of the ocean, 
eternally eating away at the breakzone just 
across on the ocean side. Tides come, and 
go, and leave behind rich, halvah-coloured 
sands beneath a searing midday sun.  We’re 
on the Equator. The sun is directly above, and 
it burns. The heat is profound. In other words 
– Abaiang is a Paradise on Earth. 

Being well-travelled, it is no easy task to 
award the inhabitants with the distinction of 

being the friendliest and most honest people 
I have ever encountered.

And yet, all of it will be gone by the end of 
this century.  As a student reading for a PhD 
in Climate change and Health, I know all too 
well that a sea-level rise of two meters or 
more is all but locked-in at this point. For 
most coastlines around the world, this will 
spell devastation. For the people of the many 
atolls that make up the nation of Kiribati, 
spread over three time zones, this will spell 
their doom.

Here in Brisbane, typing away, two weeks 
after my stay on the fragile atoll I remember 
the deep bittersweet emotions of my 
experience. One morning I cycled all the 
way up the atoll’s dirt road to the northern 
village of Tebonginaku. With no maps to guide 
me, I just kept going on until a teenage boy 
cycled alongside me, calling me i-Matang! (the 
i-Kiribati word for foreigner) and asked me 
where I was heading. He nodded when I told 
him where – and then he and his friends gave 
me a tour of Old Tebunginako. Or rather, 
what is left of it. 10 to 15 years ago the rising 
seas and seawater bubbling from beneath 
made life in the old village impossible. First 
the Coconut trees died. Then we had to move. 
All that is left of the old village are three 

John Paul is a former (but formed!) living stone reading for his doctorate on climate 
change, water conservation and food security at Brisbane University, Australia. These 
are some notes and reflections on his experience so far... 
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DISCERNING ON NATURE
from the Ends of the Earth

by John Paul Cauchi

on my way back to Tarawa...stunning bird’s 

eye view of Abaiang!

Abaiang - Paradise on Earth!
friendly people!

kids playing in the seas of the 

–Abaiang atoll
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maneaba huts and a church (which is to be 
moved).. the rest is all gone and flattened by 
repeated daily tides, and mangrove replaces 
where coconuts once thrived.

What may all this tragic observance have to 
do with Discernment, one might ask? 
I think the Environment – and its fragile 
state is key to the practice of Discernment. 
Jesus himself often retreated on his own, to 
the quiet of the Galilean hills, seeking peace 
and deepening his relationship with God, the 
Father. The saints long have retreated into the 
wilderness of their lands, seeking God amid 
the silence and the beauty of nature, ranging 
from the starkness of the desert to the lush 
glory of the Mountains. “Almighty One, in the 
woods I am blessed…O God! What glory in the 
woodland! On the heights is peace – peace to 
serve Him”… such were the words written by 
Beethoven, who often found his inner peace 
far from the torments the cities provided him. 
And yet, we have taken nature for granted. 

Our species, long seeing the natural world 
as in need of taming and as a place to be 
exploited, is now at a real threat to the life-
support system of our planet. We are poised 
to enter the Sixth Mass Extinction of Earth’s 
4.7 billion-year history – the first one we 
know of brought about by a single species. 
Signs are all around us, our Biosphere is in 
peril. Sea levels are rising, slowly but surely; 
the oceans are acidifying.; temperature 
extremes are more commonplace than ever 
before; natural disasters related to weather 
are on the rise.; plastics are found in the 
stomachs of birds and fish across the globe, 
choking them to death... 

Though there are positive changes happening 
around us, and optimism where once there 
was close to none (eg. solar prices have 
plummeted giving hope for a cleaner green 
future), we are far from where we need to be.  
As Pope Francis himself wrote in the 2015 
seminal Encyclical, Laudato Si! – “The earth, 

our home, is beginning to look more and 
more like an immense pile of filth. In many 
parts of the planet, the elderly lament that 
once beautiful landscapes are now covered 
with rubbish.”1

In this reflection, I cannot but write from 
the depths of my heart that our treatment 
of nature is, in effect, a result of our utter 
disconnection with each other, with our 
innermost being, and with God Himself. 
Irrespective of one’s religious beliefs, one 
can see that Nature calls us to Awe, and 
Wonder at the marvel of our existence, and 
provides a space for peace and recollection 
in the chaotic busy-ness of our daily lives. Its 
destruction in our time, relentless and vast, 
is destroying our capacity to find that silence 
we so desperately need in our lives.

I therefore appeal to all who read this: let the 
Discernment that we all seek also filter into 
daily decisions to safeguard the natural world. 
Even the smallest actions can have huge 
consequences. Here are some examples:

Decide to choose ethical products which 
minimise the impact on our environment, at 
the cost of our convenience if need be. 

Choose items with minimal packaging.

Choose animal products which minimise the 
suffering of the animals you get them from.

Cut down on meat consumption, which is a 
big contributor to Greenhouse Gas emissions. 

Walk when you can, and forgo the car if 
possible. 

These small changes we can make, not only 
go a long way at saving the fragile Biosphere 
we all inhabit, but also make us healthier, 
more ethical people. 

For if the artists whom we so admire, are 
the masterminds of their art, so is God the 
mastermind of Nature. We decry any attack 
on art which we deem as sacred. Why then 
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should we not decry harm to the Natural 
world, a masterpiece we will never be able to 
emulate in its ordered perfection?

I look back at my time in Kiribati – from the 
urban life of South Tarawa to the quiet village 
of Tanea, lapping the waters of the lagoon, 
to the view of Abaiang from the short plane 
ride back to Tarawa. The very memory of this 
place increases my resolve to do my utmost in 
addressing one of the many disharmonies of 
civilization today – that between the natural 

environment and our health. In this moment, 
I also make a commitment to make my 
discernment for a more personal connection 
with God and a more ethical lifestyle.

God gave us this land as a Paradise. I cannot 
imagine it sinking beneath the waves. If it must, 
then we shall be ready for it, but I do not want to 
leave my homeland. It is too beautiful!

The Earth is our common home. Let us treat 
it as such, and may we discern the ways by 
which we can safeguard it for our future.

1Pope Francis, ‘On Care for our Common Home’, Laudato Si, 2015. Para. 21
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facadism
conservation

development

“The past is a 
foreign country; they do 
things differently there… but 
[the] past is not simply back 
there, in a separate and foreign 
country, it is assimilated in 
ourselves and resurrected
in an ever-changing 
present.1

  
               

Every stone tells a story: the buildings that compose our surroundings are a physical manifestation 
of the events and traditions which built our past, shaped our society, and set the basis for our 
future. The past and the future are both attractive in different ways. Often, we find ourselves 
reminiscing on the past and wondering about the future. They are both equally out of reach, 
and polar opposites of each other, and yet we constantly try to reach out to them, even in our 
built environment. We love feeling nostalgic and the demand for development engulfs more and 
more of our built environment. 

The urge to preserve the historical architectural landscape conflicts greatly with the desire 
to build new, bigger and better. So many times, people ask, why conserve? Why is the past 

environment so relevant to the present and the future that gives it merit to be saved? 

The past is secure and we can be sure it has really happened. Historical architecture 
gives us this sense of security: we enjoy historical settings 

because they look familiar. John Ruskin wrote of architecture: 

“for it is in becoming memorial or monumental 
that a true perfection is attained by civil 

and domestic buildings; and this partly 
as they are, with such a view, built in 
a more stable manner, and partly as 

their decorations are consequently 
animated by a metaphorical or 
historical meaning.”2

The past is part of our 
identity. We can find meaning in 

our current situations from events 
that occurred in the past. Just as 

historical architecture gives society its 
identity, so does every aspect of our own 

personal past. Our traditions, where we came from, 
our values are all part of our story and memories.

by rebecca bezzina
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Art

“ We may live without 
[architecture], and worship without 

her, but we cannot remember 
without her.3            

courtesy of St John’s Co-Cathedral Foundation
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With great contrast, the future is unknown. 

The aim of conservation is to bring the elements of the past which have formed an 
integral part of our identity to the present and into the future. This conflict of trying 
to maintain elements of the past but still allow development to take place, has led to a 
form of conservation called FACADISM. 

Facadism - the preservation of historic facades, the creation of facsimiles 
in front of new buildings and the decorative exercises of postmodernism - is 
accused of destroying  architectural innovation, of divorcing the interior and 

exterior of buildings and of reducing townscapes to theatre sets.4

The act of facadism uses the past fabric to mask new development by creating pretence 
that the interior is still the historical architecture the façade is portraying. This deceit 
in our built environment has many implications on the way we view our historical 
fabric, but most of all, on our values as a society living in the built environment. And 
just as conservation preserves and highlights our values in the built environment, so 
do religion and faith highlight personal values. 

The idea of facadism minimises past values, reducing them to a mask to hide our 
present ‘values’ which do not necessarily merge well. This reduces the idea of ‘values’ 
to a mask which is worn accordingly in order to hide that which we do not wish to 
show. Similarly, the value of a book is not in its cover but in its content. The act of 
facadism ignores the whole and does not attempt to merge past and present values. 
Hence, we are left with a façade – a mask to deceive the on-looker, a dual life whereby 
we present ourselves in one way to society but lead a different life behind the scenes. 
Eventually, all masks fall off. And the duality and falseness will be uncovered at closer 
inspection. 

But the past and present do not need to conflict. The Royal Opera House, in Valletta, is 
a good example of merging the past remains with the present needs. The new addition 
is clear, and respects the past roots without trying to imitate the past structure. 
Similarly, our values, based upon faith, need not lead us to hide, or feel ashamed and 
embarrassed by the life we lead, but are there to strengthen the belief we choose 
to live. Values are there to be lived by, and hence, allow us to grow within them to 
understand them more deeply and strengthen our identity in our faith. 

We refuse to wear masks and play games. We don’t maneuver and manipulate behind the 
scenes. And we don’t twist God’s Word to suit ourselves. Rather, we keep everything we do 
and say out in the open, the whole truth on display, so that those who want to can see and 

judge for themselves in the presence of God.
2 Cor 4:2 

1 Lowenthal, D. (1985). The past is a foreign country. U.K.: Cambridge University Press.
2 Ruskin, J. (1849). The seven lamps of architecture: The lamp of memory. U.K.: Smith, Elder, & Co.
3 Ibid.
4 Richard, J. (1994). Facadism. London: Routledge.
5 International Council on Monuments and Sites, ICOMOS. (1964). International charter for the conservation and        
  restoration of monuments and sites:  The Venice Charter.  
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“
 

A monument is 
inseparable from the 
history to which it 

bears witness and from
the setting in which 

it occurs.5         
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a reading into 
Caravaggio's ‘beheading’

The Beheading of St John the Baptist, painted 
by Caravaggio in 1608, hauntingly adorns 
the Oratory of the Decollato adjacent to 
the Co-Cathedral of St John the Baptist. The 
instrument of murder, the sword – which 
so troubled Caravaggio – is here, however, 
discarded on the floor near the Baptist’s 
head, suggesting perhaps, that this was not 
a just murder, nor was is it just a murder. 
It might not look it, but this is indeed, no 
ordinary murder. It is a form of mercy-killing, 
or rather, the result of a deeply afflicted 
heart; a form of misericordia. It comes as no 
surprise therefore, that this painting was 
commissioned precisely for the oratory used 
by the Confraternita della Misericordia, as a 
representation of the luminosity of grace and 
salvation, through mercy and redemption, 
that everyone is called to, even out of the 
darkness.

an autobiographical painting
On 28 May 1606, a wounded Michelangelo 

killed a man, Ranuccio Tomassoni, in a heated 
brawl.1 Coincidentally the penalty for this 
crime was death by decapitation, a fate 
Caravaggio was not ready to accept. He fled 
Rome as a fugitive of the law, and stumbled 
into the arms of the Knights of St John 
through whom, as it were, he would eventually 
obtain papal pardon. Caravaggio was graced 
with the Knighthood of Obedience in 1608, 
and this painting is in fact, believed to have 
commemorated his passaggio into the 
brotherhood of the Order. This brief context 
allows us to understand not only Caravaggio’s 
obsession with images of decapitations – be it 
the Judith and the Holofernes or the even more 
autobiographic painting of David and the Head 
of Goliath – but also, the personal significance 
of the Beheading. Indeed, it is arguably one of 
the painter’s most personal paintings. His call 
for forgiveness and mercy is reflected in the 
subject depicted: the healing and regenerative 
properties of baptism, of being reborn anew.2 

This ultimately, manifests itself in the act of 

The voice of someone shouting in the desert:
Prepare the way to Christ,

Straighten His roads
And each one will be filled

Every mountain and hill will be lowered
Crooked pathways will straighten
And disturbed roads will be fixed.
And all of man will see Salvation. 

 (Luke 3: 4-6)

reflections by Living Stones Malta 
words by Giulia Privitelli
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signing his name in the blood oozing slowly 
out of the neck of St John the Baptist; the 
blood which parallels that of Christ, He whose 
blood was spilled for our deliverance from 
sin, for our salvation. In joining the Order 
of St John, Caravaggio was also spared, even 
if only very briefly. This is why his signature 
is drenched in power and effect – not only 
for its uniqueness (the Beheading is the only 
known painting to be signed by Caravaggio), 
but also for its compositional location on 
the massive canvas. Caravaggio, whose hands 
were stained in blood, signs his name in the 
precious blood of the martyred Baptist.3 
 
the dual nature of the Baptist
There is a good reason why our eyes 
immediately rest on the main central group: 
the assassin and the Baptist. Not only do the 
geometrical arrangement of the composition 
and the contrasting lighting effects of the 
painting point to this central scene, but the 
nature of these two figures could also not 

be more diametrically opposed. The assassin 
is arrested in action, about to deliver the 
final blow of death, while St John who is 
succumbing to death, is about to deliver the 
final call to Salvation. 

The figure of St John is particularly interesting 
as he plays a dual role and is modeled on 
the image of Christ. Physiological and facial 
features are indeed, those typically used for 
the features of Christ. However, iconographic 
elements also further confirm this allusion 
to Christ. The robe, painted in the typical 
Caravaggesque crimson red, is the colour 
of the Passion, of blood, and therefore, of 
sacrifice. Indeed, St John’s martyrdom is in a 
way, the ultimate act of faith similar to the 
Crucifixion of Christ. The two legs that stick 
out from beneath the Baptist seem to belong 
to a sacrificial lamb or sheep. In the Bible, St 
John’s clothes are described as being made of 
camel’s hairs (Matthew 3:4). Therefore, the lamb 
is likely to be a subtle reference to Christ 

image credit: Wikimedia Commons
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who is identified as the Lamb of God – the 
Agnus Dei, as we read in the Gospel of St John 
(1:29):

Behold the Lamb of God who takes away the 
sin of the world.

Therefore the biblical role of St John as 
the Baptist is here elevated to a position 
that recalls Christ’s role as Redeemer. The 
idea of St John as the perfect precursor to 
Christ is further strengthened through his 
compositional placement within the painting. 
The Oratory was also the space were robing 
(and disrobing) ceremonies were held; the 
place where novices would receive formation; 
where readings related to the Statutes of the 
Order would take place; the place, also, where 
certain tribunals would have been held.4 If 
we imagine, for a moment, that in our prayer 
(as young novices receiving Knighthood, for 
example), we would be kneeling down before 
this painting, the figure of St John would 
appear to be lying down horizontally across 
the altar, literally, in the manner of a sacrificial 
lamb. The marble altar we observe today is 
actually a later mid-17th-century addition; 
another altar initially rested against the wall 
of the oratory, just beneath the painting.5 The 
blood spilling from the saint’s neck, an echo 
of Tertullian’s sanguis Christi, together with 
his sacrificial body, thus, become symbolic 
embodiments of the Eucharist – which is 
ultimately, the greatest mystery and belief 
of the Christian faith: the Body and Blood 
of Christ through which we attain eternal 
Salvation.6 

our acceptance or rejection of salvation
Typical to Caravaggio’s compositions, it is 
not clear where the episode takes place. 
Caravaggio, however, took note of his 
surrounding and of his patrons. Indeed, the 
rusticated architecture resembles that used 
in the buildings of the Knights of St John. Here 
the architecture, although kept simple and 

straightforward, is given importance not only 
as a convenient architectural backdrop. The 
various elements – the rustication of the arch, 
the cornice of the window and the tools of 
imprisonment, all seem to point to a deeper 
theological reality – a subtle representation 
of the City of God, and ultimately, of our 
acceptance or rejection of it. The incomplete 
arch, as a setting for the Beheading of St John, 
is thus, rather appropriate. The keystone as 
used in the Bible is a reference to Jesus Christ:

See, I lay a stone in Zion: a chosen and precious 
cornerstone, and for the one who trusts Him 
will never be put to shame.” Now to you who 
believe this stone is precious. But to those who do 
not believe “The stone the builder rejected, has 
become the capstone and “A stone that causes 
men to stumble, and a rock that makes them fall.

1 Peter 2: 6-8

Zion is also a reference to the city of God – 
Jerusalem – where the people of God can put 
their trust and their hope in. The cornerstone 
is the most important part of the structure 
that is laid first and keeps it together - the 
alpha, so to speak. The capstone, that the 
builders rejected is also a chief cornerstone 
– and is the last to be placed, the omega. 
This stone the builders rejected was chosen 
by the chief builder, who is God, and the 
capstone is therefore, an allusion to Christ 
who was crucified by his own people who 
did not accept his Word. In Caravaggio’s 
painting, this important stone in missing, and 
the event itself – the gesture of the woman 
who shuts her ears – is a representation of 
this rejection of the Word of God. 

Like the stone which was rejected by the 
builders, God’s invitation to us may seem 
unpopular even today. Many will not oblige 
to repentance, to change their ways, or to 
wholeheartedly open our heart to the 
presence of Christ in our life; all gifts which 
are freely given. Yet these are the only real 
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option if we are to be bathed in the light 
of Salvation. The unpopularity of what God 
has to offer tells us that to choose requires 
genuine faith and trust in this cornerstone-
capstone. Ultimately, we must realize that the 
rejection of Jesus Christ will not free us from 
God’s judgment, but rather, it would serve as 
the basis on which we are judged. Those who 
accept the cornerstone are granted eternal 
life, but those who actively or passively reject 
it, are also subject to the consequences of 
their choices. The Beheading of St John the 
Baptist, as represented here, is thus a truly 
relevant Biblical episode for the portrayal of 
the acceptance and rejection of Salvation, in 
the sense that it parallels the Crucifixion of 
Christ. The death of the Baptist, and the death 
of the Saviour – baptism and resurrection 
- are both a form of rebirth through the 
washing away of sin. 

Furthermore, the mysterious nature of the 
ropes, which were used to bind the Baptist 
during his imprisonment, are in effect, also 
ropes of obedience and a link to God. In fact, 
they fall from the upper portion of the canvas, 
their source of origin invisible. They are, in 
a way, the same ropes that bound Christ 
during his Passion. Yet, the scene also evokes 
another to mind: a prophetic scene from the 
Old Testament. As recounted in Ezekiel (4:8): 

Behold, I lay bands on you, and you shall not turn from 
one side to the other, until you have accomplished the 

days of your siege. 

Indeed, St John lies on his side within the 
prison (which we have previously linked to 
Zion), just as Ezekiel was demanded to lie on 
his side before the walls of Jerusalem during 
the siege. Finally, the binds are broken until 
you have accomplished the days of your 
siege – the days of your calling. The binds are 

broken, because the painting represents the 
final moment of St John, and his final moment 
is one in which he still respects his initial 
calling – of a man who shouts in the desert 
preparing the way for the Lord. 

the painting and us
As noted by Roberto Longhi, The Beheading 
of St John the Baptist marks the end of the 
luminous manner of Caravaggesque painting.7 
The contrasts of light and shadow, which 
model the figures according to theological 
principle – luminosity of grace and the 
darkness of sin, vanishes. Good and bad, 
passive or active, hearing or deaf - all are 
bathed in the same light since they are equal 
witnesses of the same scene - including us, 
the viewer. We are part of the scene; we 
are characters of a similar world, but of a 
different time. This painting, thus, carries a 
message that is, somehow, directed to each 
and every one of us. If we observe the figures, 
we can almost spot something of ourselves 
in them. The figures to the left who gather 
in a circular arrangement are in effect, clad 
in the dress contemporary of Caravaggio’s 
time, and are rendered realistically in order 
to strongly echo the real, sensory world; 
bridging the divine and the earthly.
 
If we were to observe the painting figure 
by figure, we could ask ourselves: Who are 
we? Who do we (or do not) want to be? The 
prisoners who strain their necks to see? They 
are outsiders who are aware something is 
going on but not quite included in the actual 
event. They are representative of feelings and 
situations which are repressed and display a 
lack of freedom. Or, are we the jailer – the 
earthly law-giver, that is the person who 
follows orders to the dot, the laws and rules 
of the world, blind to greater truths? Yet, in 
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this earthly world, it is he who also holds the 
keys to freedom for the prisoners. But for 
those who want to truly see, it is not such 
iron keys that would unlock the doors of 
their confinement. In fact, there is no door 
to their cell, only an iron-barred window. 
Perhaps, you might relate also, to the young 
lady with the plate – symbols of obedience 
towards the law of the world: Salome who 
carries out her mother’s wish. Or are we the 
old woman, who is a personification of what 
the rejection of the Word of God may have 
on us; the weight of misery in our hearts; 
misericordia? 

We may choose to remain indifferent, passive 
- deaf to the cry of Truth, fearful of the Word 
and thus, shut out the sound that bothers 
us so. However, the old woman may also, be 
seen to be the embodiment of change - the 
change that time, experience and wisdom 
bring about. From all the protagonists of 
the scene, the old woman is the only one 
who displays any form of remorse, and sign 
of acknowledging the pain and suffering 
before her - the sacrifice of the Baptist, to 
the contrast of her sinful actions. We too can 
allow this change to happen to us, to truly 
see, even in the little light there is. 

But we are both receivers and witnesses of 
the sacrifice. Are we ready to accept such 
a sacrifice? Are we willing to repent and 
recognize our shortcomings? There is one 
protagonist that has not yet been mentioned. 
The assassin. His presence within the scene 
transcends his role as the one beheading 
the Baptist. Wearing a white loincloth, he 
represents all of the neophytes, that is, all 
of the faithful who have approached the gift 
of baptism - the deliverance from sin. Yet, 
despite just being newly baptized, he brings 

down the very person who administered it 
to him. It is almost prophetic of Caravaggio’s 
behaviour within the Order of St John. Having 
hardly received the habit of the Order of St 
John, Caravaggio was defrocked, in absentia 
but in the presence of his masterpiece, as a 
result of misconduct. And all this happened 
after receiving papal pardon for the previous 
crimes which had brought him to Malta in the 
first place! 

The idea of returning to sin, the constant 
falling of Man in front of mercy, however, has 
a universal, Christian meaning. God is willing 
to forgive, no matter what, even when we put 
to death his most sacred servants; even when 
we put to death his own Son. Forgiveness is 
a divine Grace entrusted in our hands: the 
Murderer and the Martyr, the sinner and the 
forgiver. But their paths intersect along the 
lines of the cross, and this is why our eyes 
ultimately return to them. 

1 Corradini, S. (1993). Caravaggio: materiali per un processo, 
Rome, 70-72
2 Randon, P. F. (2007). ‘From “persona virtuosissima” to 
“membrum putridum et foetidum”: A short account of 
Caravaggio’s stay in Malta,’ in Caravaggio: L’Immagine del 
Divino: un tributo a Sir Denis Mahon, Federica Gasparini, 
ed., Malta: Heritage Malta, 194; and Randon, P. F. (2004).  
Caravaggio, Knight of Malta, Malta: AVC,196-199
3 See Stone, D. M. (Dec 2012), ‘Signature Killer: Caravaggio 
and the Poetics of Blood, The Art Bulletin, vol. 94, no. 4, 
575-593
4 Sciberras, K. (Nov 2007).  ‘Caravaggio, the Confraternita 
Della Misericordia and the Original Context of the Oratory 
of the Decollato in Valletta, The Burlington Magazine, vol. 
149, no. 1256, Italian Art, 766
5 Stone, D. M. (March 1997). ‘The Context of Caravaggio’s 
“Beheading of St John” in Malta’, The Burlington Magazine, 
vol. 139, no. 1128,161-170 
6 Bynum, C. W. (2007), Wonderful Blood: Theology and Practice 
in Late Medieval Northern Germany and Beyond, Philadelphia: 
University of Pennsylvania Press, 213
7 Longhi, R., Craig, K., trans. (1998). Caravaggio, Florence: 
Giunti Gruppo Editoriale, 52-53



    by Rebecca Bezzina
1. THE ARCHITECTURE OF ST JOHN’S CO-CATHEDRAL

The fortified city of Valletta was built following the Great Siege of 1565 where the Knights of 

St John defeated the Turkish Ottoman invaders. The iron grid form of the newly planned city 

contrasts greatly with the organic formation of any unplanned town or village which tend to 

radiate around a central church. Yet, the Conventual Cathedral of St John is still at the heart of 

this new city, and is found at the centre of the city. 

The architecture is very much typically Baroque: a large barrel-vault nave with a number of side 

chapels which provide support to the central nave. This element of the church is reminiscent 

of the Chiesa di Gesu’ in Rome designed by Giacomo da Vignola in 1568, whereby the single 

central nave leads the viewer from the entrance to the altar. The large side arches leading 

into the side chapels also help to create an element of perspective and grandeur. Just like in 

Vignola’s church, the ornament is a means to portray triumph. In the Co-Cathedral of St John, 

the Knights are celebrating triumph over the Ottoman Empire. The colour and the paintings all 

replicate this triumph. Consider the darkness of the candle-lit church and the reflective effect of 

the gold which adorns the church which must have been truly magnificent. Finally, the altar itself 

is marvellously decorated with a white marble statue of the baptism of St John. The clarity of 

the white marble contrast greatly the earthly colours of the marbles and stones used to decorate 

the rest of the church as though reminding us of the purity of the saintly figure. 

      by Jean Claude Attard
2. THE DISCIPLES VISITING ST JOHN IN PRISON, 

      Mattia Preti, vault, 1661-1666

“Are you the one who is to come, or should we look for another?” (Matthew 11:3) The one 

who leaped with joy in his mother’s womb when hearing Mary’s greeting now doubts in prison 

when frequented with who Jesus is. John’s identity is so interwoven with that of Jesus that 

when John could no longer realise his Hope, he no longer recognised himself. A different take on 

John’s question could be: “Was my work – and my whole life – in vain?”

The Baptist reminds us that we must live alone and by ourselves, doomed, so to speak, to de-

struction in victory even more than in defeat. Placed between the inadequacy of the world and, 

if not the silence of God, at least God’s seeming distance from us, we become aware of the 

limits imposed both upon ourselves and upon our world. It is as if God’s voice no longer speaks 

directly to us, and we are therefore constantly haunted by both hope and fear.

John’s faithful witness reminds us that God’s immeasurability is not to be taken as the limit of 

fulfilment but rather signifies its limitlessness. God’s incomprehensibility becomes the elusive 

answer to humanity’s paradoxical existence. 

The danger is that humans stop with the self, conflating and replacing God with the self. Coming 

to terms with God’s incomprehensibility is learning to accept the will of God to be humanity’s 

absolute and proper fulfilment.
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       by Giulia Privitelli
3. CARAVAGGIO’S SIGNATURE IN BLOOD ‘F. MICHELANG’ is how Michelangelo Merisi da Caravaggio enigmatically signs his masterpiece portraying the Beheading of St John the Baptist. This is the only known painting signed by the great master. It is a compelling signature, because it is incomplete and because it is written using the “precious blood” oozing from the neck of the martyred saint. Why does Caravaggio trace his name, as if using his finger, in the congealing blood of the Baptist? Is this his final opus - his final chance for redemption? The signature conceals the dark past of the artist, whose hands too, were stained with the blood of another man. But they are the same hands of Caravaggio, the murderer and the artist, which were capable of creating both a thing of ugliness and also, one of beauty. The brilliance by which he bathes his figures in light, is as potent as the darkest shadows that surrounds them. Likewise, the signature encompasses all of his identity – the sinner, the artist, the saved. And by placing himself right in the midst of the story of salvation, his signature thus becomes a forceful gesture of hope. As the sword is swapped for the brush, and the brush for the sword, so too is the red paint for the blood. As one creates, the other saves – and it is with this promise in mind, to be pardoned through Knighthood, that F(ra). Michelang(o) signs his name. 
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    by Corinne S. Micallef-Grimaud4. ST JEROME, Caravaggio, 1607-1608Sitting at the opposite end of the painting which magnetically draws throngs of tourists daily, lies 
the often overlooked ‘St. Jerome’. Albeit its relatively small dimensions in comparison to 
Caravaggio’s ‘Beheading of St. John’, much meaning can be deduced from that which we easily 
cast aside. From the very start, we thus question how stifling an attitude of emargination may be 
to us  to our own growth.Caravaggio depicts St. Jerome as the main subject of this masterpiece, evoking a possible 
parallelism with the life of any person along their journey. The latter saint lies in the midst of 
disorderly blankets representative of his struggles, amongst which is that of a youth 
characterised by secular pursuits, and the difficulty he faced in abandoning his ways in seeking 
to know Christ. Alongside this, came physical struggles, which may have presented themselves 
as obstacles along the journey, but actually contributed to Jerome’s growth in religiosity. Simi-
larly, we often find ourselves drowning in the process of daily discernment and acceptance of 
our individual callings to take action. This uneasiness is also manifest through the element of 
vanitas and motionless skull.One may note the spent candle and perceive this as a lack of hope. However, this painting was 
originally intended to be positioned near a window, and in fact light from an external source 
seems to shine upon St. Jerome. Although the man-made candle fails to illuminate, the natural 
light permits him to write. As the crucifix lies partially suspended, we reflect upon the times 
when we push Christ’s will aside, failing to recognise that whatever these moments may be, He 
remains present. 

A FocuS oN...
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FOSSILIZED
WANDERERS by 

Fr Mark Cachia SJ

Fossilized:  incapable of change
Wanderer: a person who travels aimlessly 

On the face of it, fossilized and wanderer are a classic example of an oxymoron. 
Something fossilized is archaic, static. The exact contrary of the wanderer who cannot 
stay put and is constantly on the move.  And yet, if we care to look closer, we will 
realize that the fossilized wanderer is alive and kicking not only in our midst, but also 
in our hearts. How many times do we struggle to move on, even though we know 
in our heart of hearts that it’s time to move out, lest the walls of our homes and 
communities and comfort zones become the walls of a prison? How many times do 
we prefer to hold on to our old certainties, knowing full well that by hanging on to 
what was supposed to be only a stepping stone, these certainties will chain us down? 
We tend to ignore, at our own peril, Cardinal Newman’s words of wisdom: “To live 
is to change, and to be perfect is to change often.”

Change is scary, so we prefer to exert control by inviting the Lord to build three 
tents (Mk 9, 2-6), instead of following Him down the mountain. The Lord invites us to 
go and announce the Good News but we prefer to hang on to Him (Jn 20, 11-18).   
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And what about the wanderer? 

At first sight, it seems that the wanderer who lives in each and every one of us is 
very open to change, shifting from one place to another, accumulating experiences, 
relationships, jobs, and so on. But real change requires time, and the wanderer 
moves on before real change can take place. Real change also requires commitment 
to a clear objective, whilst the wanderer is the one who wanders aimlessly. Real 
change only takes place when we’re ready to cede control and the “fossilized 
wanderer” is precisely the control freak who, in the seemingly opposite extremes 
just described, cannot let go and trust.  

I have been working with young people for the last couple of years and I have 
repeatedly witnessed the dynamic described above. After all, it is a dynamic 
which is old as the world. Amongst other things, the downfall of Adam and Eve is 
also about wanting to exercise absolute control over God, and over each other, 
as everything beyond our control is seen as a menace to be controlled and/or 
suppressed. Different people respond to this menace in different ways. But at the 
end of the day, all the different ways end up choking our ability to receive new life. 
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And that is exactly what Christian life is all 
about: receiving life from God the Creator; 
receiving forgiveness from the merciful; 
receiving grace from the One who gives 
up his life for us. We receive without being 
humiliated because we receive in love. We 
receive without being crushed by debt 
because we receive over-abundantly. 

The image which helps me situate this 
Christian attitude of openness to a grace-
filled change, is the image of the pilgrim. 
Unlike the fossilized person, the pilgrim is on 
the move. The pilgrim does not fall into the 
temptation of overstaying in any particular 
place or location, even though he or she 
is incredibly grateful for the hospitality 
received. Unlike the fossilized person, the 
pilgrim knows when it is time to move on 
and is open to the discovery of new graces. 

But unlike the wanderer, the pilgrim does 
not wander aimlessly. The pilgrim has a 
clear destination which orients his/her life 
notwithstanding the changing scenarios 
of life. This destination is what grounds a 
pilgrim and makes possible changes which 
are deep and profound as opposed to 
superficial and ever-changing. In this, the 
life of Ignatius offers us a perfect example 
of such a pilgrimage. From the very 
first moment of his conversion, Ignatius 
understood very clearly his “destination” 
and greatest desire: To love and serve God 
by “helping souls”. All the rest, was as hazy 

and misty as can be. Had Ignatius been a 
wanderer, he would have lost his way after 
the first great setback of his journey which 
occurred when he was thrown out of the 
Holy Land. But with his heart fixed on his 
“destination”, he could keep on walking, 
searching for the way, in hope and trust. 

Lastly, the pilgrim is the person who 
contemplates life with gratitude, because he 
or she know that everything is grace and 
nothing is due. The pilgrim is open to real 
change because he or she is not in a hurry. 
The pilgrim is open to real change, when 
fear gives way to trust, and control gives way 
to surrender. 

We are all called to be pilgrims on the 
way of life. We are all called to navigate 
the difficult waters between the Scylla and 
Charybdis of the fossilized wanderer. But we 
cannot do it alone. Even though the pilgrim 
model evokes a solitary undertaking, I firmly 
believe that such a journey is not possible 
without the support, encouragement, 
example of fellow pilgrims. They are the 
ones who walk with us or who have 
preceded us and left us markers along the 
way to show us that this contemplative 
journey of trusting love which opens up 
to transformative change is worth taking. 
Because the One who promised us that 
he will always be with us, keeps His word. 
Even though he is often disguised as a fellow 
“pilgrim” (Lk 24, 13-35).

‘‘ Unlike the fossilized person, 
the pilgrim is on the move. The pilgrim does 
not fall into the temptation of overstaying 
in any particular place or location, even 
though he or she is incredibly grateful 

for the hospitality received.
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Stones may have been selected by people 
both for their solidity and permanence, 
but also for their opposites – fluidity and 
mutability. Stones become a means with 
and through which people see and imagine 
themselves. People creatively relate an 
architectural order to an ordering of the 
environment around them. Like good 
stories, buildings provoke us to re-think who 
we are, to re-think our world and our place 
in it.2

We can think of buildings abstractly as ideas, 
symbols or elaborations of our imaginations, 
for they are places where the repetition of 

everyday activities becomes charged with 
meaning, invoking memories of people and 
their events. Humans crave to transcend 
the finite, temporal nature of their own 
nature by carving their existence in stone, 
as if stone becomes the final statement of 
supremacy – which as much as it is coveted, 
it is impossible – over existence.

As religion attempts to address this 
conundrum, humans seek to capture the 
presence of God, going as far back as the 
Neolithic temples of Ġgantija and Ħaġar 
Qim. In fact, the Maltese word Ħaġar means 
‘settlements, colonies of stone habitations,’ 

when
stones
come 
to 
life

Historian Neil 
Oliver, argues that the most 

enduring reminders of the first 
people are made of stone, when 

humans first freed stone from the 
bedrock and raised it towards the sky, 

when they piled it high or carved it beneath 
the ground as houses of the living and of the 
dead. However, it is not enough to start with 
the people who used stone. Oliver argues 
the place to begin with is the stone itself.1

1 Oliver, N., 2011. A History of Scotland. London: Phoenix, p. 1.
2 Lounsbury, C.R.,2010. Architecture and cultural history. In D. Hicks and M.C. Beaudry, eds. The Oxford Handbook of 
Material Culture Studies. Oxford: Oxford University Press, p.485. 

by
Jean Claude Attard 
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whereas Qim is a Maltese word for 
‘worship.’ Ħaġar Qim is, therefore, a 
settlement where God is worshipped.

There is, however, more to this. The 
etymological root of the word Ħaġar is 
the same as the word Ħoġor, meaning 
‘lap.’ This place, therefore, is no longer 
just a place in which God is worshipped 
and this building is no longer a place 
we happen to visit. This is the place we 
yearn for, as if we are answering to the 
maternal call “Ejja f’ħoġri” meaning 
‘come and sit on my lap.’ When we go to 
worship God in the temple, we are, as a 
matter of fact, returning home.

Perhaps, stones come to life to remind 
us how, in the mundanity of life, lies 
hidden the radicality implied in our 

call for simplicity, as fleshed out in 
the mystery of the Incarnation. As we 
attempt to continue building, in faith, on 
the stone which the builders rejected 
(Ps 118:22 and Mt 21:42), we too 
strive to let ourselves be 
built, like living stones, into 
a spiritual home (1 Pet 2:5).

As we find ourselves caught up in the 
struggle between the finite composition 
of our nature and our yearning for the 
infinite, a living stone reminds us of God 
who once made his dwelling amongst us, 
and who constantly dwells within us. A 
living stone reminds us of our call to let 
ourselves be challenged by the gospel 
and to live by it.
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Mary Madgdalene is an inspiring 
figure in my spiritual life because 
she is a witness of how going 
through darkness of loss, is 
possible to purify my own 
attachment towards who I love.

The entrance of Mary of Magdala in the 
Gospels is among those which happen 
on tiptoe, without making any sound. The 
Gospels do not tell us what kind of problem 
she had, and for this reason, it is easier for 
me to identify with her. We know that seven 
demons had come out from her (Lk 8:2). 
The number “seven” in biblical language is 
synonymous to fullness. If the seven days of 
the Creation meant the entirety of God’s 
exclamation: “it was good” (Gen 1), the seven 
demons expelled from Mary Magdalene, 
point to a desperate, irreparable situation – 
at least from her point of view. Furthermore, 
we do not know how Jesus touched Mary’s 
life - whether through some gesture, or a 

word, or a simple hearing that doesn’t judge. 
What happened to Mary Magdalene forms 
part of the multitude of Jesus’ actions which,  
had “every one of them were to be written 
down, I suppose that even the whole world 
would not have room for the books that 
would be written.” (John 21: 25); signs which 
are still manifest every in the life of the faithful. 

But the proof which reveals that light won 
over the darkness in Magdalene’s life, is 
retrievable through what followed. Even 
when she was brought back to life by Jesus, 
Mary decided not to return to her previous 
life. Deep healing made her understand that 
life is a gift which we receive without having 
even deserved it, and that the only sensible 
way of spending it is to make it a free gift. 
In this case, Mary Magdalene chose to follow 
Jesus and his disciples, helping them in 
their mission, serving them, caring for them 
everyday through tangible services for which 
only women are innately capable. She chose 
to accompany Jesus, to stay by his side; she 

noli 
me

tangere
a reflection on 

Mary Magdalene

by 

Manuel Manuzzi SJ 
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had found her vital centre, wishing that new 
“Magdalenes” will be able to experience the 
transformation of inner healing. Indeed, she 
was not alone in following this path of life; 
Joanna and Susanna are named among her 
female companions (Lk 8,1-2).

The Gospels do not show the degree of 
Mary Magdalene and her companions’ loyalty 
in comparison to the “official” group of the 
Lord’s male disciples. Yet, sure enough, when 
Jesus was arrested, it is written, that “everyone 
deserted him and fled” (Mk 14,50). Under the 
cross, however, these women remained; a 
warm presence for Christ in his most difficult 
hour. It must have been unbearable for Mary 
Magdalene to look at He who renewed her, 
who brought her back to life, and who she 
decided to follow and give her own life for. 
But her emotions were coupled with the 
conviction that what was torn apart on the 
cross and laid to rest in a tomb, was not just 
the body of Jesus; it was her role-model. 

The burning irony of all this, furthermore, was 
that it occurred on the vigil of a feast, and a 
very important Hebrew feast too: the feast 
of Easter - the remembrance of the their 
ancestors’ delivery from slavery in Egypt. But 
Mary Magdalene, who had seen her liberator 
die and be buried, could not rejoice with the 
rest of the people. She could only wait for 
the feast to end so that she may visit Christ’s 
tomb. That was Mary Magdalene’s only desire; 
a sign, however, that her life was progressing 
backwards in the absence of Christ. Her 
desire to take fragrances and ointments 
to the tomb was yet another disillusioned 
effort to try and stop the rot; not just of the 
corpse, but of that growing within her life.

Following the grief caused by the Lord’s death, 
Mary Magdalene was yet again struck by the 
sorrow inflicted by the physical absence of 
the corpse. The tragedy waiting for her the 
morning following the Sabbath, was the open, 
empty tomb. The body was no longer there. 
The desperation was great. Notifying the 

disciples did not bring her any consolation 
either; they returned from the grave without 
any words of comfort or reassurance. Only she 
remained there, weeping, facing the dark void 
of the tomb.  And all she was able to do was 
cry, without having anything on which to cry.

It was precisely at that moment when she 
heard the question: “Why are you crying?” It 
seemed to be more of a provocation than a 
comfort to hear those words. I am convinced, 
however, that the first step to avoid drowning 
in our tears, in our sorrows, is in fact, to 
question them. “Why are you crying” thus 
becomes “Who are you looking for?” 

Mary then began to search for the body. 
What if the gardener with whom she was 
speaking had moved it? But this was not 
some unknown gardener. His was a familiar 
voice, a voice that had called her many times: 
“Mary” She turned towards him; away from 
the tomb, and she faced the person outside, 
the person who had called her. This was not 
the time for explanations, but for embrace. 
Mary had once again found her life-treasure, 
and instinctively all she wanted to do was to 
grasp Him, to seize Him, to hold Him in an 
eternal hug lest He should disappear again. 
But this is not the “happy end” of the story.

Here we reach the last step of Christ’s 
teaching: we must learn to let go of who we 
love. Not because life-events take them away 
from us, but rather, in order for their destiny 
to be fulfilled. Jesus said to Mary:  “Do not 
hold on to me, for I have not yet ascended 
to the Father” (John 20,17). The arms start 
to loosen, the hands open, the feet start to 
walk; there is news, good news, to announce 
to Peter and the other apostles and disciples. 
Love is not ownership, and death does not 
have the last word. To announce this, is to 
remember and re-live that experience of 
having seen the risen Lord. It is from this 
experience that the Church starts. As a 
baptized person, as a Jesuit, as a Living Stone, 
I too am taking part in this experience.
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That unreachable thing called
BEAUTY

by Giulia Privitelli

“ I wanted to ask her how the same thing could be so ugly and so 
glorious, and its words and stories so damning and brilliant.

- Death 
from The Book Thief by Markus Zusak

There must be a reason why this sentence etched itself so deeply into my memory. It 
doesn’t happen often, so when it does, there simply must be a good reason for it to do so. 
I keep finding myself returning to this sentence, each time inserting different adjectives 
– opposites, contradictions - that shouldn’t work together. Words such as distant and 
close; rich and poor; wretched and peaceful; silent and loud; real and abstract; man and 
God...you get the picture. In all cases, the sentence holds true.
  
It seems to me now, that this single sentence is somewhat of a paradigm of the entire 
human experience. We simply cannot understand the value of one thing without 
that value which tends to stand on the most distant, opposite end. Can we start 
to understand the truth, or a truth rather, without identifying the non-truths; or 
true friendship without having suffered betrayal? Likewise, can we read a complete 
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sentence, without knowing the value of a single letter? Can we fully appreciate 
the splendour of a mosaic, without considering the thousands of little glass 
pieces (tesserae) used to create it? Would we be able to take in the entirety of a 
painting without the individual brushstrokes that blend into each other to form it; 
or a melody without the notes and pauses that compose it; or indeed, a building 
without the individual stones used to construct it? I am convinced the answer is no.

So how can we expect to recognise Beauty (yes, with a capital B); or Truth, or Love (all 
with capitals), or Oneness without first seeing (albeit an ever so small and limited a 
glimpse) what they are not, through the multiplicity of means and scenarios which we 
are offered throughout our life, every single day?

I am here concerned particularly with Beauty, but since all are connected, one 
will naturally and inevitably relate to the other in a practically inseparable way. 
Much has been written about Beauty already, and whatever I mention here has 
certainly been written elsewhere before. But I am nonetheless concerned 
with Beauty because it lies at the core of our “announcement” as Living 
Stones. It lies within the awe-full gasp that escapes the visitors as they take 
in the resounding brilliance of the decorations within the co-Cathedral. 
And it also lies within their (and our) lack of understanding in that 
which we see, and do not see. Indeed, Death’s curiosity in Zusak’s 
The Book Thief, still holds true.  

“Art,” claims Pope Francis, “is not only a witness of the beauty 
of Creation, but it is also an instrument of evangelization.”1 

In other words, art is both passive and active - it is one and 
the other, and both at the same time. Art, defined in this 
way, reminds me of the role of St John the Baptist, the 
saint to whom our co-Cathedral is dedicated, who 
“came as a witness to testify concerning that light, 
so that through him all might believe. He himself 
was not the light; he came only as a witness to 
the light” (John 1:7-8). 
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Art is thus, a tool, an instrument, and 
for a long time in the history of art (and 
man), Beauty was the insufferable cause 
and desire of several artists and patrons. 
All longed for Beauty, many attempted to 
reach it, and all, of course, failed. Because 
Beauty, in this sense, is not only unreachable 
but also unrecognisable. Among you stands 
one you do not know. (John 1: 26)

Yet, and here comes the paradox, it is 
forever approachable. We yearn what we 
cannot fully have. Still we try to reach it 
in one way other, and often we do not 
realise that we are. It is not without reason 
therefore, that in excited, silent whispers 
we utter: “Blessed are they who come in 
the name of the Lord,” for they might not 
know what they are looking for, and what 
they might find within. And they are often 
tourists, who enter this sacred space in 
much the same way they enter any other 
space: with a vague expectation that 
makes them oblivious to the unexpected. 
Until, that is, the unexpected catches them 
by surprise. 

I like to call this the “co-Cathedral delusion 
syndrome.” The exterior of the co-

Cathedral is unpretentious, simple, 
uninspiring even. It is like the 

plain wooden shell of a 
jewellery box. The jewels 
are concealed within, and 
their faces only  glint when 
light is cast upon them.  And 
they shine in the reflection 

of the tourists’ eyes. However, 
what the tourist encounters 

within is not Beauty itself, but an 
expression of it, a taste to wet their 

appetite for the actual thing. And thus, 
their initial hesitation in accepting our 
invitation to discover the church; their 
half-willing “ah, but we only have a few 
minutes,” dissolves and transforms into an 
excited desire to see more, to hear more 
and know more. Who are you? It is the 
same question St John the Baptist is asked. 
Finally they said, ‘Who are you? Give us an 
answer to take back to those who sent us. 
What do you say about yourself?’ (John 1: 22) 
And their eyes glint like reflected jewels. 
But the actual thing these tourist-pilgrims 
are then looking for or asking for, like the 
priests and the Levites, is something we 
cannot provide them with. That is the 
reason we must consign them to the Lord 
- because their question is not directed to 
us, but to God, and to themselves. We have 
guided them thus far, but that is precisely 
the point we must leave. 

Likewise, art suggests and leads us towards 
Beauty only up to a certain point, but then, 
for several reasons, fails to unveil (and 
therefore, to become) the actual thing. 
It leaves us to our own devices, with our 
new-found thoughts, our questions, and 
doubts and incompleteness. Art is only 
an instrument, not the actual music, but it 
is the music that we desire most to hear. 

“Art is only 
an instrument, not 
the actual music, but 
it is the music that 
we desire most 
to hear. 

1 Pope Francis, La mia idea di arte, Tiziana Lupi, ed., Vatican City-Milan, Italy: Edizioni Musei Vaticani, 2015, p.9.
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our year so far... 

meeting with CLC youth leaders
weekend retreat

workshop: praying together as a family
prayer animation at St Paul’s Cathedral, Mdina

service at St John’s Co-Cathedral
“

art reflections: primary school teachers, St Aloysius College
talk: the human body in art, University of Malta

service at St John’s Co-Cathedral
service at St John’s Co-Cathedral

8 Jan.
23 Feb - 25 Feb. 
28 Feb.
9 March
17 March
11 April
11, 19, 25 April
13 April
21 April
19 May

our community presently consists of 
seven members:

Corinne, full-time law student and part-time globe-trotter 
who also happens to be our coordinator;

Rebecca, girl guides’ leader, and architect-conservator with     
a passion for singing;

Giulia, gallery curator who loves writing poems;

Jean Claude, seminarian, but philosopher and anthropologist 
at heart;

David, seminarian with quite a deft brushstroke;

Manuel Manuzzi SJ, Italian Jesuit scholastic and go-to pasta expert;

Fr Chris SJ, our spiritual guide and favourite Maltese cylcist;

Our community meets every Tuesday (7.30pm)
for prayer and/or formation, and a shared
dinner at the University Chaplaincy. In March 2018, we finally resumed 
service at St John’s Co-Cathedral after almost a year of absence!
Furthermore, every month, a different member from the community also 
contributes a reflection or art-related article to local student 
blog, zuntier.com. Check it out!

Contact us on pietrevive.malta@gmail.com

a little shout-out also goes to:
David (Baldacchino), former coordinator, musician and student in social work;

John Paul, environmentalist and walking-encyclopedia reading for a PhD in Australia 
on climate change; 

Debbie, physiotherapist with a great love for photography;

Marco Piaia SJ, who spent his regency days at the University Chaplaincy in Malta;

and all past members and future ones we are still yet to meet!
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discernment
invisiblevisiblethe 

The central theme of art: what makes the image surface? What 
does one refer to? The visible or the invisible? We need to know 
how to look, to discern.

There is always a “beyond” that refers, on the one side, to the 
limit - to the border, to the possibility of overcoming inner and 
outer barriers; and on the other, to the elusive, inaccessible, 
indefinable - to what is subtracted from possession and to 
domination.

In this sense, the “beyond” is a threshold, a point of passage, 
a line of communication between the visible and the invisible, 
between immanent and transcendent, between finite and infinite. 
It is as if at the heart of the sensible, a sense emerged which 
is sometimes difficult to recognize, but without which human 
experience would remain flat, inert, and superficial.

The “beyond” of the divine
The search for a transcendent dimension is one of the central 
themes of the twentieth century - a century of radical epochal 
changes, of lacerations. God is dead, Nietzsche proclaims. The 
tragic announcement of the death of God opens a century that 
sees a dramatic fracture with respect to the past. The end of 
Christianity seems to be looming on the horizon. A world of 
forms that never belonged to aesthetics takes the upper hand 
over man’s desire to recognize in art, a world of harmony, beauty 
and truth - the fundamental principles of classical art. Art draws 
less and less from Christian inspiration to nourish the spaces 
with its expressive fruitfulness.

The dimension of the invisible no longer refers collectively to the 
biblical imaginary, to the God who is incarnated in history. The 
attitude of the Church seems marked by a sense of confusion 
and loss. From the beginning of the twentieth century, with the 
affirmation of the avant-gardes, the Church has realized that it 
is excluded from the debate on art. It lives a feeling of unease, 

Corinne S, Micallef-Grimaud (translation)
Fr Andrea dall’Asta SJ
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of misunderstanding, of fear. Whereas for 
centuries the relationship between art 
and faith had never been questioned, art 
now seems to follow unexplored paths. 
The dialogue between art and the Church 
becomes increasingly difficult. And this 
difficulty can still be found today in all its 
drama. 

A slow but constant process of secularization, 
which coincides with the conquests of 
the Renaissance, later encouraged by the 
philosophical elaborations of Descartes 
and then followed by those stipulated 
by Kant, is prevalent in the twentieth 
century. It is an evolution marked by the 
progressive awareness of modern man 
to live independently of God, to lead his 
life according to the famous expression 
of the Dutch jurist Grozio, ‘etsi Deus non 
daretur,’ that is, without the need to resort 
to God to understand the history of man 
and the phenomena of Nature. These are 
fundamental steps in the constitution of 
the identity of contemporary man. Far from 
those institutional and religious values that 
had once shaped its identity, its research is 
conducted always more independently of 
God, and as a result, has been led astray. 

Philosophical thought has repeatedly 
attempted to find a cause of this unease in 
“nihilism” - a term that emerges between 
the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries 
in the controversies that accompany the 
birth of German idealism. Ironically,  its 
formulation, which is mainly due to the 
arguments of Nietzsche, marks the lack 
of a purpose in reality, the absence of an 
answer to the questions of human meaning, 

the underestimating of the supreme values 
to which man has always entrusted himself 
throughout the ages. The life of man seems to 
be a long journey aimed at finding a meaning, 
no longer given, but continually sought after. 

If there is no longer a consensus on the 
question of meaning, it is necessary to 
follow various paths. Indeed, traditional 
sacred art would constitute an increasingly 
marginal aspect. The question on meaning, as 
is evident in the various artistic expressions 
of the twentieth century, is expressed 
through different names: invisible, spirituality, 
mysticism. Multiple roads can be travelled, 
adn the possible examples are countless.

It is enough to consider Cézanne, for 
instance, when he comments on his desire to 
translate into painting that which in the world 
is most mysterious, secret - something that 
intertwines with the very roots of being, the 
impalpable source of sensations. Art is that 
aesthetic expression capable of questioning 
itself on the most profound reasons for 
seeing. It doesn’t mainly regard a matter of 
creating images, but rather of reflecting on 
the ways in which our eye feels and sees the 
reality that surrounds us, asking questions 
about the infinite points of view with which 
our consciousness enters into relation with 
the world. 

What is the meaning to look, to observe, if 
not to cross the surface of things and to ask 
them to tell us the depth of their secret, of 
their origin, and the reasons for their being? 
What is the meaning of our vision, if not 
to recognize that perception is already the 
elaboration, the structuring of the possible, 
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since the work of art leads towards a symbolic 
dimension and becomes a celebration of the 
life of the world and of things? In this sense, 
aesthetic contemplation cannot be reduced to 
mere amusement. It is a true existential journey. 
To paint means to inhabit the world, to live the 
atmosphere, to breathe the breath of life.

On similar lines, Paul Klee affirms that ‘art does 
not reproduce the visible, but rather renders 
the invisible visible, allowing the very roots 
of being to emerge, from the abyss that lives 
under the forms. Art is knowledge, pure vision, 
like for oriental monks, to whom the journey 
of faith makes sense in the thing worked upon. 
Art manifests the invisible in its infinite depth, 
bringing to the surface the forces that rise from 
the roots of the world, as if art could resurrect 
the memory of the immemorial times and the 
obscurity of the Origin.’

The examples could follow one another 
indefinitely:  Vasilly Kandinsky’s The Spiritual in 
Art brings out the relationship between the 
Spirit and Art. The spirit is seen in the harmony 
of forms and colors, in a pure and eternal art. 
Religious tension becomes central in Vasilly 
Kankinsky’s search, strongly influenced by 
Orthodox spirituality. In his “theosophical” 
research, he is oriented towards the knowledge 
of the truth, of salvation. Art and spirituality 
intertwine without interruption. This is also seen 
in the research on the icon by Pavel Florenskij, 
outlined in his famous text of 1922, Le porte 
regali. What is the icon, if not the irruption of 
the invisible in the visible, in the world of nature 
and history?

One could also mention the mysticism of 
the Suprematism of Kazimir Malevich, who 
progressively reduces the image until non-
representation is attained; or the asceticism of 
El Lissitskij in search of a representation of the 
immutability of being, of a perfect rest, towards 
the realm of the intelligible; and up to the 

elaboration of the researches of the 
American abstract Expressionism, such as
Barnett Newmann, and Mark Rothko.

It is indeed, worth mentioning the coloured 
meditations of Mark Rothko who, by enhancing 
the chromatic value of colour, created spaces 
of extraordinary beauty. Everything appears 
suspended in time and space: Some coloured 
rectangles, perfectly frontal, with vague and 
subtly modulated edges, seem to navigate 
freely in a suspended universe. Modulations 
of colour, sometimes almost imperceptible, 
create uncertain, fluctuating spaces, shapes with 
indistinct colours that do not seem illuminated 
by daylight, but appear to radiate outwards, as 
if a light came from within. Unstable and vague 
appearances, as if waiting to disappear, attract 
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the observer into a space of meditation that, 
far beyond appearing as real, presents itself 
rather as “revealed” - as if we had doors leading 
to the infinite opening before us, like veils of 
meditation, diaphragms of contemplation. It is 
as if we had to wait for the broadening of a 
reality which can now only be thought of. 

The Rothko Chapel in Houston is a space 
of extraordinary spiritual intensity which 
allows us to enter into another realm, a 
world that man has always tried to know and 
to cross.  Art becomes a gift here, a promise 
of a meaning to be welcomed. From these 
explorations on the relationship between art 
and spirituality, some reflections arise that 
reach the latest contemporary monochromatic 
artistic experiences, such as those of 
the artist from Abruzzo, Ettore Spalletti.

Lucio Fontana, particularly with La Fine di Dio 
(1963-1964), seems to evoke the passage 
between the dimension of space, in which 
God cannot be represented for his greatness 
cannot be contained in the finite, and another 
dimension in which God goes beyond, the 
Nothingness-invisible. The void then becomes 
the path of this possible passage between 
a here-and-now and an invisible beyond.

How can one then forget, in the second half 
of the twentieth century, the monochromatic 
experiments of Yves Klein? The artist aims to 
use a single colour. Every attempt to mimic 
nature is rejected. The artist seeks a total 
immateriality: ‘The silence that originates from 
the use of a single colour is thought of as an 
experience of transcendence and of absolute, as 
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immersion in a nothingness that is the negation 
of every image that tries to tear and manipulate 
the sense of things. Monochrome is intended 
to evoke the silence of a contemplation which 
stems from the radical negation of every 
imitative referentialism, to allow man to live an 
experience of pure sensitivity, a plunge into the 
mystic void of silence.’

As the critic Sherringham maintains, would this 
be the Platonic interpretation of art? That is to 
say, would this be a representation of essences 
whose concern consists in revealing the invisible 
through the visible, bringing out what animates 
the heart of the things of the world, conceived 
as the most real thing in the world? Are these 
the premises for a path of representative 
and symbolic abstraction that proceeds from 
the Byzantine icons to Neoplatonism, to the 
abstract symbolism of Kandinsky or Mondrian? 
Is this therefore, a world of representation - of 
revelation of the invisible, of an epiphany of the 
true world of eidos, in and through the sensible? 
The invisible no longer takes the traits of the 
representation of a story, but of the life that 
dwells in the heart of reality. This is a sensitive 
presence that must be allowed its mystery and 
inexhaustible depth from which it springs; a 
presence that is epiphany, Darstellung. It is not 
therefore an external imitation, but rather a re-
presentation of what lives in the heart of the 
world, of letting the sense of things emerge on 
the surface.

The “beyond” of representation
Notwithstanding this, in the twentieth century, 
along the path traced by Aristotle in his book of 
Poetics - a fundamental text for understanding 
the Renaissance and the Baroque - the way of 
figuration is not abandoned. The concept of 
imitation was still related to the “representation” 
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of narrations, of historiae. Of course, the artist 
imitates natural forms, the history of men.
However, what mimesis is it? As Ricoeur 
points out, for the stagyrite philosopher, the 
poietic imitation of comedy, tragedy and epic 
is above all in relation to the art of “compiling 
intrigues” of human events (1, 447 to 2), 
highlighting the unitary connection - logic - as 
in an organism in which each element receives 
its meaning as a function of the whole (9, 1451 
to 36b 11).

Mimetic activity is at the origin of the 
construction of the action. In this way, 
“representation” is understood in the 
active sense of “representation.” Mimesis 
praxeos, therefore. This vision of the art of 
representation intended as a narration of 
human events, of the great myths of history, 
dominated the figurative culture until the 
beginning of the twentieth century.

However, if the twentieth century questioned 
the concept of representation, affirming 
that art cannot be limited to the mimesis 
of human events, it was to bring out in the 
image, an archaic and mythical sacred that 
goes beyond its institutionalization in a 
determined religion. Focusing on the research 
which reveals a symbolic order, also highlights 
a representation that arises from the abyssal 
silences of the very origin of man. So if on 
the one hand the traditional narratives of 
the Christian God lose meaning or become 
obsolete, on the other hand, in the variegated 
fabric of the twentieth century, new images 
give rise to an ancestral primitivism. These 
are able to bring us back to that “primitive” 
dimension which, at the beginning of the last 
century, decisively fascinated artists like Pablo 
Picasso and Constantin Brancusi. 

The totem, the idol, the mask, are primitive 
images whose power emerges in all their 
Dionysian strength and intensity, arousing an 
archaic fascination, “tremendum”, to use a term 
from the phenomenologist, Rudolph Otto 
(1869-1937). It is as if they give off forces that 
cannot be contained, and in front of which 
man can only remain subdued, dominated, and 
crushed.

For rapid passages that outline faces, masks, 
totems, ex-votos, Paladino evokes an original 
sacred. The image, for Paladino, is “religious”, 
in the original and deeper sense of the word: 
religare - of what unites the various dimensions 
of the human being: the horizontal aspects 
with the vertical ones, the transcendence 
with immanence, its passions with his desire 
for infinity. His art is intrinsically religious. 
It is as if the pictorial or sculptural material 
had the ability to accept that expressive 
force and power: that vital breath which is 
able to penetrate and reveal that original 
moment; that sacredness; that principle of 
meaning which spreads through the history 
of humanity. In this sense, Paladino’s works are 
placed at the border between the religious, 
the oneiric and the poetic, as if there was 
no precise distinction. These are ineliminable 
components of the very being of man and 
of his way of interpreting the world. It is 
impossible to separate them, translate them 
into a language that wants to exhaust their 
meaning.
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27 APRIL - 1 MAY
international formation camp
Venice (Italy)

18 - 22 MAY
biblical exegesis seminar

Munich (Germany)

12 - 25 JULY
service camp

Puente La Reina (Spain)

25 JULY - 6 AUGUST
service camp (1st round)
Santiago de Compostela (Spain)

1 - 14 AUGUST
service camp (2nd round)
Santiago de Compostela (Spain)

9 - 12 AUGUST
quick camp

Rome (Italy)

24 - 31 AUGUST
spiritual exercises

Simplon Pass (Switzerland)

12 - 19 SEPTEMBER
formation camp
medieval theology and gothic art
France (various locations)

22 - 30 SEPTEMBER
formation camp
on the origins of Christianity
Greece (various locations)

living stones
summer programme 2018
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BIBLICAL FORMATION SEMINAR:

Aims to provide a basic introduction to Biblical Exegesis - that is, to receive more 
training on artistic and scriptural Christian symbolism, but also to form ourselves 
better as “adult Christians in faith.” The camp will be held in Munich (Germany).
Dates: 18 - 22 May 2018
Approximate cost: flight and travel
Contact details: livingstonesmunichcamp@gmail.com 

PUENTE LA REINA: on the route of the Camino de Santiago
Three days of theological, art-historical formation leading to seven days of service 
at the hostel and Romanesque churches of Puente La Reine (Navarre),  and 
welcoming pilgrims on their way to Santiago de Compostela. 
Dates: 12 - 25 July 2018
Approximate cost: Eur 120 + flight and travel
Contact details: piedrasvivas.espania@gmail.com

SANTIAGO DE COMPOSTELA:
Four days of theological, art-historical formation leading to seven days of service 
and welcoming of pilgrims and tourists alike, at the Cathedral of Santiago de 
Compostela. 
Dates: 26 July - 6 August (1st round); 1 - 14 August 2018 (2nd round)
Approximate cost: Eur 140 + flight and travel
Contact details: piedrasvivas.espania@gmail.com

QUICK CAMP IN ROME
Intense theological and art-historical formation and service in some of the main 
churches in Rome, on the occasion of the Italian youth prayer meeting with Pope 
Francis in the build-up to the Bishops’ Synod on Youth and Discernment. 
Dates:  9 - 12 August 2018
Approximate cost: Eur 40-60 + flight and travel
Contact details: segreteriapietrevive@gmail.com

IGNATIAN SPIRITUAL EXERCISES:
A guided spiritual retreat based on the Ignatian method of prayer and reflection, 
in the Swiss area known as Simplon Pass. 
Dates: 24-31 August 2018
Approximate cost: flight and travel
Contact details: segreteriapietrevive@gmail.com

THEOLOGY AND THE ART OF GOTHIC CATHEDRALS
 A week-long formation seminar on medieval theology and the art of French 
Gothic Cathedrals, including site-visits in Paris, Rheims, Chartres and Vézeley.
Dates: 12-19 September 2018
Approximate cost: Eur 180 + flight and travel
Contact details: segreteriapietrevive@gmail.com

EARLY CHRISTIAN COMMUNITIES: paganism and jewish tradition
A week-long formation seminar on the origins of Christianity, and pagan and 
Jewish cross-currents. Includes site-visits and personal study. 
Dates: 22-30 September 2018
Approximate cost: Eur 180 + flight
Contact details: segreteriapietrevive@gmail.com



contacts
rivistapietrevive@gmail.com

segreteriapietrevive@gmail.com
www.pietre-vive.org

“ If a pagan were to come and tell you: 
‘Show me your faith,’ take him inside the church 
and show him the decorations which adorn it, 

and explain to him the series of paintings.
st john of damascus


